5 Marketing Mistakes Most
Businesses Make

"GOOD MARKETING
MAKES THE COMPANY
LOOK SMART
GREAT MARKETING
MAKES THE CUSTOMER
FEEL SMART"
-Joe Chernov

One simple fact: Your business needs strong marketing
efforts to stay relevant and present with your audience!
What’s not so simple? Creating a marketing strategy without
the help of industry professionals. Marketing is an important
element of any business strategy if you’re looking to expand
your customer base, increase revenue, or grow brand
awareness. Marketing without strategy and purpose,
however, can do the opposite. Marketing mistakes can cost
your business quite a lot in lost revenue and other expenses.
Marketing mistakes can sabotage your goals, rather than
support them. To give you an edge, we have outlined the 5
marketing mistakes most businesses make. Worried that you
are already making any of these 5 common marketing
mistakes? There's still time to turn things around! Most
marketing errors can be avoided with careful planning. Avoid
these and you will have more success attracting customers
and attaining your goals.

5 Marketing Mistakes Most
Businesses Make
Mistake #1: Not Knowing Who Your Audience Is
Having amazing content but not knowing who your demographic is can be a recipe for disaster!
Some business owners have a very clear view of whom they want their clients to be, which can completely blind them to the
customers they have.
When you make the mistake of creating content without knowing your audience this attracts leads that are never going to
eventually convert. It’s important to take time to define whom you are marketing to and what type of content your audience
is expecting from you. When the right content is targeted to the right audience, you’ll attract customers that will convert into
sales!

Mistake #2: Not Measuring What Matters
This mistake is more common for more developed businesses, but it’s also one of the worst offenses. You should always be
measuring success! This is not only how you evaluate performance but also gives your business marketing goals to work
towards.
If you aren’t tracking the success of your marketing efforts, there’s no way to tell what is working and what is not. If you’re not
tracking anything from goals on your website with Google Analytics, conversions through your pay-per-click ads, or even
tracking foot traffic from a big advertising investment, you might as well be throwing your money away. In essence, if you
don’t track your performance, then there’s no way to improve, which is truly a waste of a marketing budget.

Mistake #3: No Call to Action
Without a call to action, your customers won’t know what to do with the information you’ve given them! Don’t lose this
opportunity to convert a lead into a sale! When a potential customer sees your ad or comes to your website they should easily
be directed to the action you would like them to perform. What do you want them to do, subscribe to a newsletter, sign up for
a promotion?
If you don’t take the initiative to help your customer find you, likely, they won’t find you at all. Your content should always
have one main purpose, making users take action. Your content has to connect to potential customers, build a relationship
with them, and generate leads. A clear CTA encourages your audience to take action and ultimately helps to grow your
business!

Mistake #4: Not Having a Marketing Plan
Promoting your business without a marketing plan is a very dangerous mistake and is the equivalent of blindly marketing your
content. By doing so you may get lucky and end up with the result you want, but chances are you will waste a lot of time and
money in the process! A marketing plan is essential for every business.
Planning out your marketing strategy includes deciding the specific tactics you’ll use. You will need to decipher how much
these tactics will cost as well as the amount of time they will take to dramatically increase your chances for success. It has
been proven that marketing with a strategy is twice as likely more effective than those that had no written out strategy.

Mistake #5: You Have Not Done a Competitive Analysis
This common mistake is similar to the mistake of not measuring what matters! You have a huge opportunity to find out what
works and what doesn’t, and many businesses tend to ignore this completely. It is essential to keep tabs on what your
competitors are doing to know where you stand within your industry as well as have an edge on the competition.
To start, find at least three other businesses that are similar to yours and are doing successfully. By studying your competitor’s
marketing efforts you will be able to discover their successes as well as failures. Once you start tracking their tactics you can
learn from every mistake they had made and also recreate the types of content that had worked well for them!
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